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Best practices in high density Wi-Fi for Education 
 
Before Wi-Fi really gained traction in the enterprise and education space, planning a wireless 
installation was a breeze. We just based everything on coverage. Fast forward to today and it’s 
crystal clear how critical Wi-Fi has been for productivity, business, and innovation. What has 
changed in the way Wi-Fi has been deployed? Well.. a lot.  
 
Outlined below are best practices for deploying high density wi-fi for the educational institutions. 
It’s meant to be more of a guideline in assisting the wireless engineer in their designs for 
coverage and capacity.  
 
Applications are putting a demand and strain on wireless networks. To provide reliable 
connectivity we must perform a lot of planning up front to create a proper design to meet today’s 
Wi-Fi requirements. After deployment, a validation survey must be performed to find out if any 
optimization is required. 
 
Wi-Fi is killing you because of these issues: 
– Non-existent planning 
– Poor designs from guessing 
– Poor user experience 
– Increased troubleshooting and tickets 
 
Without extensive planning, it will make designing a high density wireless network a guessing 
game. Considerable amount of time should be focused on identifying which applications are 
expected to be used, how many devices will be associated to Wi-Fi, and what bandwidth 
requirements need to be met, etc. There can be a long laundry list of questions. 
 
Poor planning creates a ripple effect which leads to an improper best guess design that 
negatively affects end user experience. Not to mention an increase in troubleshooting and 
escalated tickets. 
 
Below are best practices that should be applied for high density Wi-Fi in Education. This is 
meant to be a guideline for providing reliable Wi-Fi and is intended to be used for wireless 
network engineers. 

Requirements 
Before configuring any hardware, we must find out what kind of application should the wireless 
network be designed for? The type of application will tell what kind of throughput needs to be 
supported. 
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The application throughput  is then applied to the number of devices expected to be using Wi-Fi. 
We can use application throughput requirement and the number of devices to come up with an 
approximate number of required radios. 
Other requirements include aesthetics, coverage areas, and more, including the categories 
listed below. 

Data Rates 
Disable legacy data rates and select your basic data rates to create smaller cell sizes. A word 
of caution with disabling low data rates – legacy devices will not be able to join the BSS. 
Another reason for disabling low data rates is to allow the newer devices to take advantage of 
the network by spending less time transmitting over the air. 
 
As devices get farther from an access point, they will dynamically drop to a lower data rate and 
less complex modulation. Using higher data rates can “push” the device to roam to a 
neighboring access point. 

Channel Re-Use Plan 
The 2.4 GHz band only has three non-overlapping channels. That is not much to use in a 
high density environment. Design a network with 5 GHz in mind. Even if you plan to lower the 
transmit power of a 2.4 GHz radio it still propagates far distances, especially with lower data 
rates enabled. 
 
The 5 GHz band provides 25 channels to reuse. With a sound channel plan, you avoid the 
co-channel and adjacent channel interference. 
 
More channels provide you with separate contention domains to assist devices in spending less 
air time transmitting and receiving data. 

Channel Widths 
Use of 20 MHz channels is a must. Earlier I mentioned the channel re-use plan. That channel 
re-use plan for 5 GHz is ideally positioned for high density in education. 
 
While 40 MHz channel widths give you larger data rates, be sure to verify the amount of channel 
overlap as to not cause contention domain issues. 
 
Do not use 80 or 160 MHz channels in a high density environment. There are not enough 
channels to reuse with this configuration. 

Contention Domains 



An important goal in high density Wi-Fi for education is the creation of contention domains. The 
channel re-use plan will be vital in the design of contention domains. 
The network can operate more efficiently with smaller contention domains. This is achieved by 
getting devices off the air as soon as possible. 
 
Take a lecture hall with three sections of seats to fit 200 people as an example. One access 
point may be able to provide sufficient signal for the lecture hall. But the real question is will it 
meet capacity needs. 
 
If the professor has every student download a large video there will be 200 devices contending 
for air time to download this video. That’s one dual-band access point reaching capacity. 
We can create multiple contention domains by adding an access point to service each section, 
using directional antennas. This splits the devices onto different radios. The result is faster 
transmissions for devices and less air time spent communicating on the medium. 

Antenna Selection 
Omnidirectional antennas propagate signal in a 360 degree radius. When a high density 
environment requires many access points to meet requirements we receive a lot of RF from 
each access point. 
 
This can lead to CCI and ACI. Although transmit power settings can be tuned, an 
omnidirectional signal can propagate far in an open space. 
 
Use directional antennas to form smaller, specific, cell sizes. An antenna with a narrow beam 
can effectively cover a section and still provide overlap for a non-overlapping cell. 
Directional antennas provide a method of limiting CCI and ACI between access points. 
Example directional antennas are patch or yagi antennas. 

Predictive Survey 
A predictive site survey can be a time saving way to come up with a design based on gathered 
requirements. The purpose is to predict signal propagation, coverage, and capacity. 
 
It can be an alternative to an on-site AP-on-a-stick survey or can be an augment to it. 
The AP-on-a-stick survey may be more accurate than a predictive survey but will require more 
time. 
 
If time is a concern, a predictive survey will help eliminate the guessing game of designing a 
wireless network. 

Validation Survey 



  
This is an absolute must. Verifying a wireless network deployment is validating all requirements 
from the planning stage. 
 
Use an application such as Ekahau Site Survey to perform your validation survey against your 
predictive surveys. 
 
After going over the results, make the necessary tuning to optimize the wireless network per 
requirements. 
 
Create a report of the results and have it signed off by the client/instructor/contact. 
 


